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Abstract: Aluminum and aluminum-based alloys have been used for many years. In view of the
increase in material purity requirements of advanced technology products, research regarding highpurity aluminum has gained significant attention in recent years. In this review, we seek to describe
the fundamental purification principles and the mechanisms of various segregation techniques
used to produce high-purity aluminum. Moreover, we aim to provide an overview of high-purity
aluminum production, with particular emphasis on: (a) principles on how to produce high-purity
aluminum by layer- and suspension-based segregation methods; (b) discussion of various influencing
process parameters for each technique, including three-layer electrolysis, vacuum distillation, organic
electrolysis, suspension-based segregation, zone melting, Pechiney, Cooled Finger, and directional
solidification; as well as (c) investigations of fundamental working principles of various segregation
methods and corresponding reported end-purification for the production of HP-Al. Eventually, the
end-reported product purity, and advantages and disadvantages of various purification methods
and technologies are summarized. By analyzing and comparing the characteristics of different
methods, we put forward suggestions for realizing efficient and environmentally friendly production
of high-purity aluminum in the future.
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The primary form of aluminum—from the Hall–Héroult process—has a purity range
of 99.7 to 99.9%, with major impurities of iron (Fe), silicon (Si), zinc (Zn), and gallium (Ga).
While this purity range is sufficient for most industrial applications and alloying, the use
of aluminum in high-technology fields, such as semiconductor, electronics, superconducting, and so forth requires higher purity levels exceeding the ones obtained via classical
aluminum production processes [1,2]. To reach such purity, several technologies have been
developed. There is no officially standardized terminology for the various levels of purity
in aluminum. As seen in Table 1, different countries classify the aluminum following their
own criteria [3,4].
Due to the extremely low amount of impurities in the base metal, its purity level is
described as a function of “Nines”. For example, a base metal, in which the sum of the all
targeted impurities is equal to 10 ppm, will have a purity of 99.999%, or 5N (“five Nines”).
Moreover, a metal with 5 ppm of impurities would have 99.9995% purity and would
therefore be described as 5N5.
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Table 1. Classification of various aluminum purity terminologies in USA, China, Russia, and
Japan, data from [2,3].

Country

Designation/Category

Purity (%)

Nines

USA

Commercial purity
High purity
Super purity
Extreme purity
Ultra purity

99.50
99.80
99.950
99.996

99.79
99.949
99.9959
99.999
≥ 99.999

2N5
2N8
3N5
4N6

5N+

China

Primary Al
Refined Al
High purity Al

99.0
99.95

99.85
99.996
≥ 99.996

2N
3N5

2N8
4N6
>4N6

Japan

Second grade
First grade
Special grade

99.950
99.990

99.990
99.995
≥ 99.995

3N5
4N

4N
4N5
>4N5

Russia

Commercial purity
High purity
Ultra purity

99.0
99.95

99.85
99.995
≥ 99.999

2N
3N5

2N8
4N5
5N+

2N7
3N4
4N5
5N

2. Main Applications from High-Up to Ultra-High-Purity Aluminum
The aluminum in its high purity has outstanding properties, such as high electric and
thermal conductivity. Additionally, when an oxide layer is formed over its surface, high
corrosion resistance and electrical insulation can be achieved. Such characteristics grant
the usage of high-purity aluminum in integrated circuits, replacing Cu and Au as bonding
wires for transistors, where thin films of high-purity aluminum are able to find applications
as interconnecting lines in very large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits [5–7].
Further properties of high-purity aluminum are the low magnetic permeability, the
absence of low-temperature brittleness, as well as the increased strength and plasticity at
low temperatures [8]. These explain the classical application of high- to ultra-high-purity
aluminum for the stabilization of superconductors running at cryogenic temperatures as
low as −269 ◦ C [9].
Due to its beneficial performances, the application of this material in modern hightechnology fields grows together with the advances of modern society. The eve-increasing
power efficiency and zero-defect tolerances in the high-tech applications will most likely
push the technical requirements and purity tolerances of high- and ultra-high-purity
aluminum. The subsections below illustrate some classical utilizations of high-purity
aluminum at specific purity ranges.
2.1. 3N8-4N8 Purity
At this purity level, more than 75% of aluminum is used as foils for the production
of electrolytic capacitors. This application requires a purity of 99.95% for the anode foil
and 99.998% for the cathode foil. The aluminum electrolytic capacitors finds its application
in a broad range of products and technologies, among which are rail vehicles, studio
surge-measuring instruments, fluorescent lights, and video equipment [10]. Moreover, this
purity range allows the aluminum to be rolled with a mirror-like surface quality, granting
a very high reflective index surface that allows it to be used in reflectors [11,12]. Another
use of aluminum at this purity level is as a component of superalloys, which are used
for the manufacturing of, for example, rocket thrusters and low-pressure gas turbines.
As a single crystal, this type of superalloy shows high strength and oxidation resistance
at elevated temperatures, thus improving the working performance and efficiency of the
equipment [12].
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In the superconductor applications, this material is applied in rectifier wires and
stabilizing materials. For instance, some of the superconducting cables from the detector in
the European Nuclear Research Center (CERN) is made of high-purity aluminum [13].
2.2. 5N+ Purity
Around 96% of 5N+ pure aluminum is mostly used in semiconductor industries, while
4% is used in superconductor applications. At these purity ranges, the total amount of
impurities present is less than 10 ppm [14].
This class of material is required by the manufacturing of optoelectronic storage
media, such as CDs, DVDs, and so forth. Furthermore, the aluminum can be processed
into the electrical conductor of the computer storage hard disk via the cathode-sputtering
process [12].
Ultra-high-purity aluminum can also be used as a sputtered coating during the manufacturing of integrated circuits [15]. In this application, not only is the overall purity of the
aluminum critical, but also the specific content of elements, such as thorium and uranium.
When over a few ppb, the radioactive nature of such α-emitter elements yields malfunction
in the integrated circuit, causing programming errors [16].
Moreover, aluminum at this purity level can also be used for base scientific investigations, such as modeling of the solid-liquid interface, and the theoretical model of the
formation and evolution of the crystalline phase structures in the solidification system [17].
3. The Production of High- and Ultra-High-Purity Aluminum
The high-volume and industrial production of high-purity aluminum follow two
main routes: three-layer electrolysis and fractional crystallization. While both processes
can individually reach 4N8 purity, higher purity levels can be obtained when employing
them in series. Alternative routes, such as vacuum distillation and organic electrolysis,
are reported in the literature and can be used for low volume production and/or highly
specialized applications.
The availability of public information regarding price, production volume, and main
consumers are very scarce and quite often regarded as a trade secret among the industry.
The small amount of public information available was compiled in the Table 2 [12].
Table 2. The production capacity of high- and ultra-high-purity aluminum in the world in 2003.
Country
Japan
Norway
Russia
China
United States
Germany
France
World total

Three-Layer Electrolysis (kt/a)

Segregation (kt/a)

World Total (kt/a)

5.2
8.0
15.0
28.0
—
4.5
2.0
62.7

34.3
—
—
5.0
20.0
7.0
—
66.3

39.5
8.0
15.0
33.0
20.0
11.5
2.0
129.0

The price of high-purity aluminum increases exponentially according to its purity
degree (see Table 3). According to the London Metal Exchange (LME), the price of 2N7
Al was 2.45 $/kg in June 2021 [18]. Despite the variance between suppliers and the
format (ingot, foil, etc.), a price range for several aluminum purities was obtained from the
company Laurand Associates Inc, where, for the same period, the price per kilogram of
pellets ranges from 275 US$ for 4N up to 900 US$ for 6N purity [19].
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Table 3. The price per kilogram of aluminum in the western market in 2021, data from [18,19].

Purity

Price (Western Spot Market, $/kg)

2N7
4N
4N6
5N
6N

2.45
275
300
600
900

4. Methodologies for the Production of High- and Ultra-High-Purity Aluminum
The technical purity limit achieved in the primary aluminum production (via HallHéroult process) ranges from 99.5% up to 99.9% [3]. To achieve an aluminum purity higher
than that of primary production, the three-layer electrolysis and the segregation (a.k.a fractional crystallization) processes are the main technologies currently employed. In practice,
each of them could be individually performed to produce up to 4N8 aluminum [20,21].
An overview of the processing routes can be seen in Figure 1 [22].
Since three-layer electrolysis cannot achieve purity levels higher than 4N8-5N, the
production of higher purities (5N+) requires either the combination of both methods
(three-layer electrolysis followed by segregation) or relies solely on segregation by means
of several process repetitions [22]. Other technologies, such as vacuum distillation and
organic electrolysis, can also be employed to achieve higher purities of aluminum.

Figure 1. The process of high- and ultra-high-purity aluminum production.

4.1. Three-Layer Electrolysis
The method of three-layer electrolysis was firstly introduced in 1901 by Hoopes of
the Alcoa Research Laboratories [23]. Since then, this method has been improved over the
years in order to increase the purity and costs of the output aluminum [23,24].
The structure of a modern three-layer electrolytic cell is shown in Figure 2. The outer
layer of the equipment is made of steel, and the bottom is composed of an anode carbon
block, as well as refractory brick for heat preservation. The side wall in contact with the
melt is built with refractory magnesia bricks. Over the top, a cathode made of graphite is
connected [24].
The process works by dissolving commercial-grade aluminum (99.7%) in copper, forming
an Al-Cu (33 ± 3% Cu) master alloy, which is used as a high-density (3.4∼3.7 g·cm−3 ) anode
at the bottom of the cell. The middle layer is composed of an electrolyte (2.7∼2.8 g·cm−3 ),
and the upper layer, where the extracted high-purity aluminum (2.3 g·cm−3 ) is located. The
density differences of each layer, as well as the presence of an electrolyte layer in the middle
portion of the melt, ensure that both the Al-Cu and the formed high-purity aluminum layers
are stable and separated during the electrolysis process [25].
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Figure 2. Structural sketch of three-layer electrolytic cell, data from [24].

As the high-purity aluminum migrates through the electrolyte towards the upper
layer, more aluminum needs to be added to the Al-Cu alloy. In this process, copper is
used to improve the density and to lower the melting point to ∼548 ◦ C (for an eutectic
composition of 33% Cu). After several cycles of electrolysis, the impurities present in the
commercial-grade aluminum remains concentrated in the anode. In the specific case of Fe,
its concentration increase in the anode raises the melting point of the master alloy, making
the electrolysis process less efficient. Therefore, the master alloy needs to be replaced every
2∼3 years [24].
The electrolytes currently used are usually composed of fluoride or chloride, such as
sodium, barium, aluminum, calcium, and magnesium. Although the composition varies
between companies, they nevertheless have to meet the following requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Density located between the upper high-purity Al layer and the Al-Cu anode master alloy;
Chemical stability and low volatility at the electrolysis temperature;
Low electric resistance;
Slightly higher melting point than high-purity Al;
Contained metallic elements and with higher activity than aluminum;
Weak reaction with the electrolytic cell refractory.

The main components of the electrolyte, as well as its main effects on the process can
be seen in Table 4. It can be seen that barium compounds are indispensable because of
their high density. Further elements are added to control aspects, such as melting point
and conductivity.
Table 4. The role of each component of the electrolyte, data from [24].

Component

Effect on Electrolyte

BaCl2, BaF2
NaF
AlF3
CaF2
MgF2

Increases density
Increases conductivity
Lowers the melting point and increases Al ions
Lowers the melting point
Lowers the melting point

The purification principle of the three-layer electrolysis is to use the electrode potential
differences of metal ions in the electrolyte. That means that the elements more positively
charged than Al, such as Fe, Si, Cu, and Mn, will remain in the master alloy, while the more
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negatively charged elements, such as Na, Ca, Ba, and Mg, will be ionized together with Al;
however, Al3+ ions are preferentially precipitated at the cathode, and the others will stay
in the electrolyte and be eventually deposited in the refractory walls.
The thickness of the master alloy layer is around 200∼300 mm, while the electrolyte
layer and high-purity Al layer are around 100∼200 mm and 100∼150 mm, respectively.
The DC power consumption is usually 13,000 kWh/t aluminum, and the current efficiency
is 95∼98% [24]. It is reported in the literature that a productivity rate of up to 20,000 t/year
can be obtained by a series of 85 KA cells [2]. The purity of aluminum obtained by this
method can finally achieve up to 4N8, with the main residual impurities being a few ppms
of Fe, Si, Zn, Mg, and Cu [25].
Reported End-Purification
This method has been reported to achieve between 4N8 and 5N, starting from
metallurgical-grade aluminum (2N8). This represents an overall impurity reduction factor
of up to 99.5%. Due to its scalability and process simplicity, the three-layer electrolysis is
among the few cost-effective techniques for removing impurities from the aluminum up to
5N range.
4.2. Vacuum Distillation
In terms of theoretical analysis, the saturated vapor pressure and the separation
coefficient β are two main criteria for predicting the separation effect of impurities by
vacuum distillation. For the first criterion, elements with more highly saturated vapor
pressure can be more easily volatilized into the gas state under certain conditions; thus,
the separation can be realized when some elements escape from the liquid melt and then
condensed on the cooling area. The relationship between the saturated vapor pressure and
temperature can be derived as shown in Equation (1) [26].
logp∗ = A · T −1 + B · logT + C · T + D,

(1)

where p∗ is the saturated vapor pressure, Pa; T is the temperature, K; and A, B, C, D are
the evaporation constants. The evaporation constants of the main impurities in primary
aluminum are listed in Table 5.
Table 5. The saturation vapor pressure constants of some elements at given temperatures, data
from [26].
Elements

A

B

C

D

T/K

Al

6380

−1.0

/

14.445

933∼2793

Cu

−17,770
−17,520

−0.86
−1.21

/
/

14.42
15.335

298∼1358
1358∼2836

Fe

−21,080
−19,710

−2.14
−1.27

/
/

19.02
15.395

298∼1811
1811∼3135

Mg

−7780
−7550

−0.855
−1.41

/
/

13.54
14.915

298∼923
923∼1363

Mn

−14,520

−3.02

/

21.365

1519∼2335

Ni

−22,500
−22,400

−0.96
−2.01

/
/

15.72
19.075

298∼1728
1728∼3187

Pb

−10,130

−0.985

/

13.285

600∼2023

Si

−23,550
−20,900

−0.565
−0.565

/
/

14.48
12.905

298∼1687
1687∼3540

Ti

−23,200

−0.66

/

13.865

1943∼3562

Zn

−6850
−6620

−0.755
−1.255

/
/

13.36
14.465

298∼693
693∼1180
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According to Equation (1) and Table 5, the relationship between the saturated vapor
pressure and temperature of those elements can be plotted in Figure 3. It can be seen
that the vapor pressures of Zn, Mg, Pb, and Mn are higher than that of Al in the given
temperature range, which can be preferentially volatilized during the distillation process.
In contrast, elements with lower vapor pressure, such as Fe, Ni, and Si, are kept in the
molten part. On the other hand, the impurities with closer vapor pressure to Al, such as
copper, are difficult to be removed by vacuum distillation.

Figure 3. The relationship between the vapor pressure logarithm and the temperature of
different elements.

Parallel to the vapor pressure and considering the component activities on separation,
a separation coefficient β was introduced to predict the separation effect [26], whose
equation can be derived as seen in Equation (2):
βi =

γi · pi∗
,
γ Al · p∗Al

(2)

where pi∗ and p∗Al are the saturated vapor pressures of element i and Al at a certain
temperature, respectively; and γi and γ Al are the activity coefficients of element i and Al at
the certain temperature, respectively; and β i is the separation coefficient of element i. When
β i > 1, impurity i can be concentrated in the vapor phase, and element Al is maintained
in the liquid phase; when β i < 1, the situation is correspondingly opposite. Therefore,
it means that a better separation effect can be achieved when β i ≫ 1 or β i ≪ 1.
For primary aluminum, the composition of all impurities is less than 1%. Considering
the system as an infinitely dilute solution, the activity coefficient of γ Al can then be assumed
to be in unity, while for the activity coefficient of the impurity, γi , it is usually derived
from self-calibration of the results of repeated experiments that have been carried out.
Specifically, the relationship between the evaporation ratio of a certain impurity element
(xi ) and the main metal (x Al ) can be expressed as Equation (3) [26].
xi = 1 − (1 − x Al )αi ,

(3)

where αi is the evaporation coefficient, which can be calculated from the experimental
results. The experimental volatilisation ratio can be calculated from the mass loss. Then,
the experimental value of the segregation coefficient can be obtained from Equation (4):
β i = αi ·

p

Mi /M Al ,

(4)

where Mi and M Al are the molecular mass of the impurity i and the main metal Al,
respectively. After that, the activity coefficient of element i (γi ) can be concluded by
combining Equations (2) and (4).
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In addition, these two criteria mentioned above are both used to predict the efficiency
of vacuum distillation separation. If a more precise quantitative analysis of the separation
is required, the molecular interaction volume model (MIVM) [27,28] will be introduced
to estimate the activities of the binary or ternary systems composed of each impurity and
the main metal. Then, we plotted the vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) diagram for further
analysis. Due to the complicated calculation processes and the lack of the MIVM program,
VLE diagrams are not discussed in this paper.
Reported End-Purification
No disclosed information regarding the end-purification of aluminum via vacuum
distillation was found. The main impurities present in metallurgical-grade aluminum (2N7)
consists of Fe and Si. Based on the vapor pressure curves shown in Figure 3, the distillation
of aluminum can be theoretically performed by a two-stage distillation process. The first
stage would remove the volatile impurities from aluminum (Zn, Mg, Mn, Pb), while the
second stage will distill the aluminum itself from the residue impurities.
4.3. Organic Electrolysis
Since the usual process of aqueous electrolysis is not possible to be performed in
aluminum due to hydrogen evolution and the strong oxygen affinity of aluminum, the
solution found for the electrolysis was to use organic solvents and ionic melts. This method
has been developed and successfully applied for the electrodeposition of high-purity
aluminum at low temperatures [29,30].
One of the first studies conducted in the 1950s by Hurley et al. already described the
potential of this method to obtain a high-purity aluminum layer over a substrate. While
the usage of organic electrolysis for the refining of aluminum was explored industrially at
the time [31], this method has found a special application as the coating of high-purity aluminum [32] due to its high corrosion resistance. Figure 4 illustrates a deposited aluminum
layer over a steel strip by the ionic liquid electrolysis using a bath composed of 60 mol% of
AlCl3 and 40 mol% of [EMIm]Cl (1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride) [33].

Figure 4. Aluminum deposited over a steel strip by the use of ionic liquid solution organic electrolysis, data from [33].

Past research on this method was mostly focused on the development of electrolyte
solutions [29]. Etheric solvents, such as THF (tetrahydrofuran), has been reported as
being used industrially by the Japanese company Nissan Steel Co. for the continuous
aluminum coating of steel wires and strips, mostly for use in integrated circuits [34]. The
company Philips Research also reported achieving 4N purity while using THF solvents for
its electroplating process carried out at ambient temperature, with close to 100% current
efficiency [34].
Nowadays, the solutions of complexes of Organoaluminum compounds are the most
technologically accepted electrolyte systems for aluminum electrodeposition. The “Signal
Process” (Siemens Galvano Aluminum Process), first mentioned by Ziegler and Lehmkuhl,
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is currently exploited for special corrosion protection of automobile parts. Moreover, the
same type of electrolyte has been used for many years, achieving up to 6N purity [34,35].
Besides the coating applications of this method, its use for metal refining was successfully employed industrially [35,36]. According to the 1974 research report from the
company VAW (nowadays Hydro High Purity GmBH), its former industrial organic electrolysis cell was able to purify ca. 2 tons per year, obtaining aluminum with 5N5 purity
from a 4N initial material, whose equipment and the obtained product are illustrated in
Figure 5 [36].

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. (a) High-purity refined aluminum deposited over cathode and (b) industrial-scale organic
electrolysis cells at VAW.

Within the scope of aluminum refining, Wu et al. investigated the use of ionic liquids
for refining aluminum at low temperatures (105 ◦ C), where the impurer aluminum was
dissolved at the anode and >99.9% pure aluminum was deposited over a copper cathode.
Despite the relatively low purification level achieved, the required energy consumption
was reported to be only about 3 kWh/kg at a cell voltage of 1V and a current density
between 310 and 730 A/cm2 [29,37,38]. With further developments, this process can be a
promising alternative to the energy-intensive three-layer electrolysis.
Reported End-Purification
The yearly refining of ca. 2 ton of 4N aluminum into 5N5 purity via organic electrolysis
has been reported by the former company VAW. Moreover, up to 6N purity aluminum
coating was achieved by the signaling process.
4.4. Segregation
The general term of segregation denotes a family of methods that takes advantage
of the difference between the solubility of impurities in liquid and solid phases of a base
metal. A key indicator of the difference in solubility is the distribution coefficient “k”
(Equation (5)), calculated as the ratio between the concentration of a specific impurity in
both solid (CS ) and liquid (CL ) phases. Both impurity concentrations can be easily obtained
from a binary phase diagram through the lever rule [39,40].
k=

CS
CL

(5)
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The impurities that have a k > 1 will tend to be incorporated by the base metal upon
crystallization, while for the impurities, their k < 1 will be segregated towards the liquid
phase. In the rare cases where the impurities have k = 1, there will be no segregation and
the impurity will be equally dispersed in the matrix. In general, the further the impurity
is from unity, the easier it is for them to be segregated upon crystallization. The Table 6
illustrates the distribution coefficient for the main impurities in aluminum [41].
Table 6. The distribution coefficient (k) of main impurities in aluminum.

Element

Range of k

Element

Range of k

Pb
Ni
Ca
P
Na
Fe
Si
Sb
Cu
Au

0.0007
0.004–0.09
0.006–0.08
<0.01
0.013
0.018–0.053
0.082–0.12
0.09
0.15–0.153
0.18

Ag
Mg
Zn
Mn
K
Sc
Cr
Zr
V
Ti

0.2–0.3
0.29–0.5
0.35–0.47
0.55–0.9
0.56
0.9
1.8
2.3–3
3.3–3.4
7–11

In spite of this coefficient being a good indicator of the expected impurity segregation
during fractional crystallization, a more realistic approach can be evaluated by taking the
growth rate of the solid, the diffusion of the impurity into the melt, and the thickness
of the diffusion boundary layer into account. This optimized approach leads to the socalled effective distribution coefficient (ke f f ), shown in Equation (6) and first introduced by
Burton, Prim, and Slichter (known as the BPS model) [42].
ke f f =

k
,
k + (1 − k) · e[−Vδ/D]

(6)

where k is the distribution coefficient, V the solid growth rate, δ is the thickness of the
diffusion layer, and D is the solute diffusion coefficient in the liquid.
4.4.1. Layer- and Suspension-Based Segregation Method
Several methods have been developed over the years to achieve the purification of
aluminum via segregation. In spite of the differences between the methodologies, one can
separate them into two main categories: Layer-based segregation and suspension-based
segregation. When, during the crystallization, the formed crystals grow attached to a
surface, forming a layer, the method is denominated as “layer-based”. If the crystals
grow freely suspended in the melt, it is called “suspension-based” [43]. A schematic
representation of both categories of the segregation process can be seen in Figure 6.
The suspension-based method has the advantage of a higher solid/liquid interface area, where the impurities can be segregated out of each individual crystal formed
(see Figure 6, left). The resulting crystal, which has a higher purity and slightly higher melting point than the adjacent melt, settles down to the bottom of the furnace. Contrarily to
the above-mentioned method, layer-based segregation has the advantage of no additional
method to separate the formed crystals from the bulk melt, as the crystallization occurs
over the previously crystallized portion (see dotted line from Figure 6, right), that is, the
solid phase grows continuously. This ultimately not only facilitates the process, but avoids
the entrapment of an impurity-rich melt within the purified product. To minimize this
effect, some of the suspension-based techniques takes advantage of a tampering system to
compress the crystals and expel the melt within the settled material.
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Figure 6. Sketch representation of suspension-based (left) and layer-based (right) segregation methods.

4.4.2. Suspension-Based Segregation Techniques
Alcoa Process
The company Alcoa (nowadays Arconic Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA) developed in the
late 1960s was a suspension-based segregation method for the production of high-purity
aluminum. The output aluminum reached up to 6N purity in a two-stage crystallization
process [44].
While being employed as a subsequent step after the three-layer electrolysis, it can
also be used as a single step, where metallurgical-grade aluminum (2N8) is purified to 4N
purity with lower costs compared to the electrolysis route [45]. The Figure 7 shows a sketch
of this technique [44].

Figure 7. Sketch representation of the Alcoa segregation technique, data from [44].

The process works by slowly cooling the surface of the molten aluminum bath, creating purified aluminum crystals that will settle to the furnace bottom due to its higher
density. The remaining liquid contains the segregated impurities from the formed crystals.
To prevent crust formation on the melt surface and compact the settled crystals, a mechanic
tamper is used [46]. A different version of this process employs a series of burners over the
melt to prevent the formation of crusts on the melt surface, and also uses small tampers to
compact the crystals [45].
As with any other segregation method, the precise control of temperature is extremely
important. To avoid the total freeze of the interstitial molten aluminum between the formed
crystals, the temperature is carefully controlled by a series of heaters at the furnace bottom.
The pressing process, promoted by the mechanical tamper, will then be able to expel the
liquid interstitial aluminum (containing most of segregated impurities), leaving a layer of
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purified aluminum crystals. At the end, the charge consists of a semisolid mass of purified
aluminum crystals and a top layer of molten aluminum containing most of the segregated
impurities [15,46,47].
To extract the purified aluminum, firstly, the molten top aluminum layer is poured via
an upper tap hole. Later, the purified semisolid layer of aluminum is melted again by the
increase of the temperature in the bottom heaters, and tapped via a lower tap hole [15,47].
Reported End-Purification
The Table 7 below summarized a typical purity obtained in this process, as well as the
impurities content present in each purity level [47].
Table 7. Typical obtained aluminum purity grade and its impurity content—in ppm, data from [47].

Al

Si

Fe

Cu

Mn

Mg

Cr

Ni

Zn

Ti

V

B

Ga

Zr

3N6
3N8
4N3
4N7
5N5

135
69
22
7
0.7

165
60
18
4
0.2

10
3
2
3
0.3

13
9
5
0
0.1

4
4
1
1
0.5

2
2
1
1
0.1

10
3
0
0
0.005

10
5
5
1
0.05

10
6
0
1
0.05

10
13
2
1
0.01

6
4
2
1
0.1

70
42
11
2
0.005

10
10
3
1
0.01

Corus Crystallizer
This technique was originally developed by the former Dutch company Corus Technology BV, and functions as a continuous suspension-based process (see Figure 8) [48].
This technique works by inserting the molten aluminum in the crystallizer chamber. The
molten aluminum (represented as both a red and yellow color in Figure 8) floats over the
cooling liquid, as it has a lower density than the cooling liquid composed of a mixture of
molten salts (orange color). A series of cooling units (in blue color) cools the cooling liquid,
which also has the function of slowly extracting heat from the molten aluminum layer. This
will then induce the formation of pure aluminum crystals in the aluminum melt [43].
The molten salt mixture is pumped and circulates via a pipe from one extremity of the
crystallizer to another. Moreover, it is also slowly cooled by a heat exchange unit. The flow
of molten salt, together with the convection generated by the temperature gradient in the
molten aluminum, transports the pure aluminum crystals towards the exit (right upper
side of Figure 8), while the residual melt flows towards the exit (left upper side of Figure 8).
Furthermore, a series of wall baffles and impellers are installed inside the chamber with
the aim of avoiding the mixing of purer and impurer aluminum melt, in a way that the
chambers located on the left contains more impurities than the ones on the right [48].

Figure 8. Sketch of the corus crystallizer technique—adapted from [48].
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This technique is reported to be able to process up to 20 tons per day, elevating the
purity of a P1020-grade aluminum (0.1% Si and 0.2% Fe) into a P0101-grade aluminum
(0.01% Si and 0.01% Fe) [48].
From the little information available, it is assumed that the most critical parameter is
the control of the molten salt temperature, as it directly controls the crystallization rate (and
therefore, impurity segregation) in the melt. Moreover, the temperature gradient induced
in the process is responsible for the flow of purified metal towards the chamber exit [43,48].
Additionally, the positioning and speed of the impellers and wall baffles can be
controlled in order to improve the yield of the purified aluminum fraction [43,48].
Reported End-Purification
Despite being originally developed for the upgrade of recycled aluminum into a
product with purity closer to primary aluminum (2N8) [48], its characteristics allows it to
be used for the production of high-purity aluminum when fed with cleaner aluminum,
or when consecutive process cycles are run [43].
4.4.3. Layer-Based Segregation Techniques
Zone Refining
Figure 9 shows the schematic diagram of zone-refining. This technology is an effective
method to perform further purification of the purchased raw materials, which do not
currently meet the requirements of high-purity metals for advanced technologies [49].
A molten zone passes through the charge in one direction, exhibiting a difference in impurity concentration between the liquid and the freezing solid. If the impurity concentration
in the freezing solid higher than in the liquid, this impurity will be concentrated in the first
portion during the ingot solidification. On the contrary, the concentration in freezing solids
will be lower than in the liquid. Hence, the impurity will be rejected by the freezing solid
and travel with the zones and accumulate at the end of the charge, thereby purifying the remainder. Zone-refining is more advantageous in purifying the purer starting materials. The
dominant factors influenced the purity level of the high-purity aluminum ingots, including
zone length, zone passes, freezing interface moving speed, and temperature gradient.

Figure 9. Structural representation of the zone-refining process with a single heater.

Zone Length (z)
It is clear that the zone length appears in nearly all quantitative expressions concerning redistribution of solutes during the process [50,51]. Some attempts have been
made to improve the refining efficiency by considering the effect of zone length on solute
redistribution [52,53].
The separations obtained in the process with adjustable zone length are much better
than those in the process with constant zone length for all values of the equilibrium
distribution coefficient, k, which is a concentration ratio (CS/CL) of solute in the freezing
solid to that in the liquid. The maximum separation with the first pass is achieved when
the zone length z, is equal to L, the length of the ingot; that is, the best performance in the
first pass is achieved by a normal-freezing operation [54,55]. To fulfill the optimization
condition, it is necessary to minimize the total solute content of any such volume of freezing
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material, over any time increment by controlling the movement of the melting interface.
It has been proved that the optimum condition occurs when the composition of the molten
zone equals that of the solid about to be melted [56].
Zone Passes (n)
The efficiency of zone refining is strongly influenced by the number of zone passes [57].
Fewer passes cannot attain the product with high purity, while more passes consume more
time. Moreover, it is reported that 20-time passing decreases the resistance ratio when
compared with 10-time passing [58]. It means that the purification efficiency saturates at a
level when an amount of passing is reached, and further zone-passing rather contaminates
the ingot.
In general, the ultimate distribution, which is a function of zone length, is steadily
reached in the case of shorter zone length [56]. It can be concluded that the zone-refining
technique will not result in appreciable purification, even by repeated pass methods for
cases where the zone travel rate and zone length are relatively large [59]. Some results have
validated this claim, that the concentration distribution profile would be stable with longer
zone length approaches in 10 passes [57,60].
Solid/Liquid Interface Moving Rate (f )
According to the work from Burton, Prim, and Schlichter (Equation (6)), we can
conclude that low zone movement velocity and intensive convection in the melt could
result in a lower ke f f if k < 1, and a higher ke f f if k > 1 [42].
Moreover, higher travel rates makes for a short time to permit more passes of the
molten zone per unit of time. However, large f is limited by the constitutional supercooling,
which is directly related to entrapment of solutes by sudden fluctuations in the shape of
the S/L interface. Large f can cause the temperature as maintained by the gradient in the
liquid to be lower than the liquidus temperature, as predicted by the equilibrium diagram,
and then this part of the liquid will be constitutionally supercooled [61]. The moving rate
can be expressed by Equation (7) [55].
f ≤

G·D·k
,
m · CS · (1 − k )

(7)

where G is the temperature gradient in the liquid and CS is the solute concentration, both
at the freezing interface; m is the slope of the liquidus line, and f is equal to the heater
movement velocity.
Higher zone speeds yields better segregation, when the diffusion layer thickness
became small, which is possible only when the stirring mechanism is adopted to produce
strong convection in the molten zone [57]. Because the solute concentration profiles vary
along each zone pass, an ultra-pure material can be obtained by adopting a continuous
variation of zone rate according to the evolution of CS [50].
Temperature (T) and the Temperature Gradient (∆T/∆x )
As a common experimental parameter, the temperature has not been studied much
because it does not directly appear in the expression of the effective distribution coefficient
(Equation (6)). The effect of temperature variation on the mechanism of diffusion of
impurities during zone-melting can be expressed theoretically as Equation (8) [62].
De f f =

ν.σ.T
,
A + B0 .T

(8)

where De f f is the impurity diffusion coefficient, ν is the velocity of the liquid–solid interface, σ is the thickness of the boundary layer, and the constants A and B are graphically
determined for each impurity: A < 0, B > 0, and A ≫ B. Comparison between experimental
and theoretical values of De f f has confirmed the validity of this new expression. However,
buoyancy-driven convective effects related to the radial and axial thermal gradient can
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increase the variations of De f f . It means that temperatures of the molten zone which are
too high are not convenient to reach an optimal purification. On the other hand, when
induction heating is used as a heat source, the temperature increase is often accompanied
by an increase of the zone length. In the process of optimizing the zone length, the temperature can automatically be kept slightly higher than the melting point of the ingot [62,63],
which is one of the reasons why the temperature is rarely investigated specifically in
subsequent studies.
Since a temperature gradient exists at the charge, diffusion of solutes through the
interface continues when the molten zone travels through the solid. A high temperature
gradient permits traversal of a charge at the high rate, while a low temperature gradient
causes the low variation in concentration. That is, a smaller range of temperatures in the
block makes for a more uniform solute concentration [55]. Therefore, with this particular
scheme, a compromise between uniformity and speed may be necessary. Since the way in
which the temperature gradient is impressed on the zone can appreciably affect the travel
rate, for zone refining, representative travel rates may be a few millimeters per hour in
a temperature gradient of the order of 50 ◦ C/cm [55]. However, this claim has not been
verified in subsequent research.
Moreover, other factors, such as fluctuation of the molten zone [64,65], cropping
technique [60], matter transport [49], and electric current for impurity transport [66] can
also influence the optimization of the zone-refining process.
Reported End-Purification
It is very impressive that after a combination of the three-layer electrolytic refining
process and the segregation process, 7N-purity aluminum has been obtained by zonerefining as the final process. The highest residual resistance ratio R(300 K)/R(4.2 K)
obtained was about 90,000 in the bulk value, corresponding to 99.99999% aluminum [67].
Pechiney
Once the world’s pioneer in the production of high-purity aluminum, the former
French company Pechiney Aluminum, provided a valuable contribution to this field by
developing a fractional crystallization technique that yields a low-cost and high-quality
purified aluminum. The success of this technique encouraged other companies, such
as the Japanese company Kyushu Mitsui Aluminum Co, to adopt this technique in its
manufacturing process [68]. The Figure 10 shows a schematic representation of this process.

Figure 10. Fractional crystallization sketch of the Pechiney process, as used by Japanese company
Kyushu Mitsui Aluminum Co adapted from [68].

Despite being characterized as a layer-based method, this technique also presents
a tamping step commonly seen in suspension-based methods. This technique works by
firstly melting or pouring molten Aluminum in a resistance-heated crucible, comprised of
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several individually controlled heaters. Subsequently, the aluminum is slowly cooled by
the immersion of a submerged cooling body. At this stage, the high-purity aluminum is
crystallized over the cooling body, and the impurities are segregated to the molten bath.
When the thickness of the crystallized layer is large enough, a graphite ring scraps
this layer from the surface of the cooling body. Due to density differences, it settles at the
bottle of the crucible and a tamper, installed at the bottom of the cooling body, compresses
the formed high-purity aluminum crystals at the crucible bottom, expelling most of the
residual melt. The result is a compressed solid layer of high-purity aluminum [68–70].
This process is repeated many times until a thick layer of high-purity aluminum is
formed in the crucible bottom. Afterwards, the temperature of the bottom heating elements
is slightly increased, and the previously solidified aluminum crystals are partially remelted.
This stage of the process is critical to ensure that any residual melt previously entrapped
between the crystal layer is remelted and expelled by the tampering process [68,70].
When the desired production yield is achieved (typically 40–70%), the crucible can
either be tilted and the residual molten aluminum is poured, or the melt can be left until
complete solidification. This requires a later process of sawing the impure fraction of the
obtained ingot [69].
Despite being successful in yielding high-purity aluminum, this technique is very
sensitive to small changes in temperature and operational conditions. It relies on a precise
parallel control of many process parameters, which directly affects the end purity and yield.
Although not much technical literature is available, one can assume that the gas
flow rate in the cooling body, the melt temperature, and the bottom heater temperature
during re-crystallization are the most critical process parameters in this technique. The
combination of the melt temperature and the gas flow rate inside the cooling body is
directly responsible for the temperature gradient in the melt. This ultimately influences
the crystal growth rate and the respective impurity segregation profile. Moreover, the fine
control of the bottom heater is crucial for the partial remelting of the entrapped melt within
the formed crystals.
Other aspects of this process, such as tampering conditions like pressure, pistons
dimensions, as well as the frequency of tampering play a direct role in the process effectiveness and the final product quality too [68].
Reported End-Purification
According to the Patent from [69], the Pechniney process can purify an initial 3N
Aluminum up to 4N with a single process step. Further processing would then yield an
even higher purity.
Cooled Finger
The cooled finger technique is one of the latest aluminum purification technologies
available. Inspired by the patent from the Japanese Showa Aluminum Corporation [71],
its simplicity, purification yield, and processing time positions it among the most promising
techniques to produce high- and ultra-high-purity aluminum. A sketch of the cooled finger
setup can be seen in Figure 11a. More recently, a laboratory scale of the cooled finger has
been developed at the IME institute of RWTH Aachen university for the refining of metals,
including aluminum. A sketch of this equipment can be seen in Figure 11b.
The cooled finger consists mainly of a double-walled, fluid cooled rotating steel shaft,
covered by a ceramic or graphite sleeve. The setup is inserted in a crucible inside an electric
furnace, in which the aluminum is molten and maintained at a specific temperature. The
graphite-covered shaft is the one in charge of creating the temperature gradient necessary
to grow a purified metallic layer around it. After a specified quantity of aluminum has
been deposited, the cooled body is withdrawn from the melt, and the purified aluminum is
collected [41,72]. The Figure 12 illustrates an example of a crystallized aluminum product
via the cooled finger technique [72].
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(a)
(b)
Figure 11. (a) Fractional crystallization sketch of the cooled finger process, as used by Japanese Showa
Aluminum Corporation, adapted from [71] and (b) fractional crystallization sketch of the cooled
finger process developed at the IME institute from RWTH Aachen University, adapted from [41].

Similar to the Pechiney technique, the cooled finger is subjected to very fine adjustments on the cooling gas flow rate and melt temperature in order to control the crystallization rate. Furthermore, the rotation of the shaft is thought to help in homogenizing
the solute concentration in the melt, distributing the rejected solutes faster than natural
convection. In other words, by promoting the dilution of the solute located at the growth
front towards the bulk liquid by forced convection, it thus reduces the thickness of the
diffusion boundary layer ahead of the solidification front. This ultimately leads to a better
segregation rate [41].

Figure 12. Example of a crystallized aluminum product via the cooled finger technique, adapted
from [72].

Reported End-Purification
According to the Patent from Shingu et. al [71], the Cooled Finger process can purify
an initial primary Aluminum (2N8) up to 3N8 with a single process step. Further processing
would then yield an even higher purity.
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Directional Crystallization
As with any segregation process, the directional crystallization (also referred to in the
literature as the vertical gradient freeze (VGF) process) relies on the rejection of solutes at
the solid–liquid interface to purify the aluminum. It differs from the previous processes
mainly by the fact that the whole batch is first molten and then gradually solidified, starting
from the bottom to the top. After the sample has been cooled down, it is extracted from the
crucible and cropped to obtain a purified portion of the desired metal [60].
This technique works by employing resistance heaters alongside the crucible to create
a temperature gradient that drives the crystallization (see Figure 13). In some cases,
a seed crystal is placed at both of the crucibles to influence the growth morphology of
the crystallized aluminum. Moreover, a flow of cooling gas can be used to cool down the
crucible bottom, increasing the temperature gradient at the early stages of crystallization.

(a)
(b)
Figure 13. Directional solidification setup (a) without forced mixing and (b) with forced mixing.

As seen in the technique schematics from Figure 13, the process can be employed
with and without forced mixing; while without mixing, the growth morphology is better
controlled, the additional mixing of the melt assists the removal of the expelled impurities
from the growth front, yielding better purification results [24].
The main parameter affecting the impurity segregation is the solid growth rate, which
is directly affected by the temperature gradient in the melt. This is mainly induced by the
precise combination of heaters temperature profile (by adjusting each individual heater),
as well as by the gas flow on the crucible bottom.
In the variation, in which a stirring mixing is applied, the intensity and fluid flow conditions at the solidification boundary also directly affect the impurity segregation profile.
Reported End-Purification
The 5N aluminum was purified by the directional solidification method. The crystal
surface temperature was maintained at 660 ◦ C, and the temperature of the molten aluminum surface was maintained at 695 ◦ C to 700 ◦ C. By removing 70% of the thickness of
the entire crystalline ingot from the end of the final crystallization ingot, 6N aluminum can
be obtained [73].
5. Comparison between Purification Methods
According to the description of the purification methods above, the product purity,
and advantages and disadvantages of different technologies are summarized in Table 8.
The highest purity can be obtained when zone melting is used as the last procedure to purify high-purity aluminum products. However, from the perspective of achieving low-cost,
high-efficiency, and environment-friendly production, the main existing production pro-
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cesses still have some defects. Further research on alternative methods or joint innovations
may be the key to opening a new era for the industrialization of high-purity aluminum.
Table 8. Comparison of methods for high-purity aluminum production.

Method

Principle

Technique

Reported End-Purity

Three-layer elec.

Molten salt elec.

-

4N8–5N

Vacuum dist.

Selectively volatil.

-

5N∗1

Organic elec.

Electrolysis

-

5N5–6N

Suspension based
Segregation
layer-based

Alcoa Process

5N5

Corus Process

3N∗2

Zone melting

7N

Pechiney

4N∗3

Cooled Finger

3N8∗3

Directional solidif.
1

5N–6N∗3

two-stage distillation. 2 Potential for higher values. 3 Single process step.

6. Conclusions
High-purity aluminum has drawn substantial attraction to both scientific and industrial fields during the past few decades. Practically, many efforts have been taken to
realize simple and low-cost fabrication procedures, high production efficiency, flexible
application, as well as the trade-off among these parameters for HP-Al. Although both
vacuum distillation and organic electrolysis achieve high levels of purity, their design and
working principles suggest that they would lack the productivity required for high-volume
industrial application. Therefore, it can be concluded that the three-layer electrolysis and
segregation are still the mainstream industrial production methods. The best product
purity that can be obtained by various purification methods and the advantages and disadvantages of different technologies are summarized in this review. This study aims to
provide theoretical guide towards the goal of achieving the industrialization of efficient
production of high-purity aluminum.
Despite these accomplishments, the eventual industrialization of HP-Al still faces a
number of challenges that need to be investigated further. Here is a short list based on our
own deliberations:
•
•

Realization of continuous production of kilogram-level 6N+ high-purity aluminum products.
Improvement of a single process purification method or combined technology.
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